In this paper, we consider a multi-pursuer multi-evader pursuit evasion game where some evaders' maximal speeds are higher than those of all pursuers. In multi-player pursuit evasion game, hierarchical framework is applied widely in order to decompose the original complicated multi-player game into multiple small scale games, i.e. one-pursuer one-evader games and multi-pursuer single-evader games. The latter is especially required for superior evaders. Although usually only suboptimal results are obtained, the resulted decentralized approaches are favored by researchers from the point view of communication aspect for practical applications. Based on our previous work, for a multi-pursuer singlesuperior-evader game on a plane, we first study the number of pursuers which necessitates the capture. Regarding each player as a mass point, a moving planar coordinate system is fixed on the evader. Then formation control is used for pursuers in their pursuit strategies deriving to 1) avoid collision between pursuers; 2) reduce the distance between each pursuer and the evader over the evolution of game; 3) keep the pursuers' angular distribution around the evader invariant during the pursuit process and enclose the superior evader within the union of each pursuer's capture domain at the end of game. The validity of our method is illustrated by two simulation examples.
INTRODUCTION
In multi-agent systems, where each agent is an individually controlled dynamics, cooperation between the agents of the same group may optimize the group level performance index. For some systems, cooperative relationship is required in order to allow the group to act as a whole and succeed in group mission. Formation control, which shapes the relative position and orientation of agents, is among the methods facilitating cooperation. Formation control has broad applications in spacecraft [1] [2] [3] , unmanned aerial vehicles [4] [5] , unmanned ground vehicles 6 , autonomous underwater vehicles Based on our previous work, for a multi-pursuer single-superior-evader game on a plane, we first study the number of pursuers which necessitates the capture. Regarding each player as a mass point, a moving planar coordinate system is fixed on the evader. Then formation control is used for pursuers in their pursuit strategies deriving to 1) avoid collision between pursuers; 2) reduce the distance between each pursuer and the evader over the evolution of game; 3) keep the pursuers' angular distribution around the evader invariant during the pursuit process and enclose the superior evader within the union of each pursuer's capture domain at the end of game. Two simulation examples are given at the end of this paper.
VARIABLES AND MODELS

Symbols and notations
Here are the explanations of symbols and notations that will be used later. , in an n-dimensional battlefield which is depicted by a subspace of an n -dimensional Euclidean space. p i 's speed at time t is denoted as
1) A vector in an Euclidean
, which is an n -dimensional column vector. p i 's location is also a n-dimensional column vector, which is denoted as
is e j 's speed and
e e e T j j j n x t x t x t = K is e j 's location. We assume all players will move with their own maximum speeds, which are some constant values and are subject to steering control that can change their orientation/heading direction. c are constants. In reference 15, "superior evader" is defined as a player who has more advantageous control resources compared with pursuers. For example in terms of speed, superior evaders can be defined as evaders
whose speed should satisfy (3).
, for any {1, 2, , }
By the hierarchical framework introduced in reference 19, at the high level planning stage, each evader is assigned one or more pursuers. In this paper, we consider a multi-pursuer single-superior-evader pursuit evasion game at the low level. We need to design pursuit strategies for pursuers which should take the advantage of cooperation between the pursuers.
The scenario we consider is as the following. Assume that all the pursuers are identical, i.e. they have the same maximal speed u and maneuvering capability. By the assumption, we can take the advantage of symmetry property in the theoretic derivation. The superior evader has speed v which is larger than u. At present time, we assume that all the pursuers have perfect communication in order to reveal the focus-formation and cooperative control. It can be predicted here that all those assumptions can be relaxed in our near future study. For example, a communication chain (the interconnected
, will work for formation control. And individual discrepancies are allowed among the pursuers, i.e. they can have different maximal speed.
FORMATION CONTROL IN GROUP COORDINATION
Necessary condition for capture
In order to capture a superior evader, a necessary condition was proposed in reference 16 as illustrated by Figure 1 . 
Formula (5) gives a guidance for pursuers' steering control when capturing a superior evader.
Minimal number of pursuers for the capture of a superior evader
For a pursuit-evasion game involving one superior evader and multiple pursuers, the necessary condition for a group of pursuers to capture the superior evader within 0 t T ≤ ≤ is that: at any time t , 0 t T ≤ ≤ , there exists at least one pursuer such that the angle β with respect to that pursuer satisfies (5). Because that the evader's strategy is unknown to the pursuers, i.e. it is not known that which direction that the superior evader will head for, we need to design the robust pursuit strategy which should take advantage of the cooperation among the pursuers. It is safe for pursuers to cover the disc centered at the evader at all the game time until the capture, i.e. the 360 degrees around the evader can always be covered by the union of β i 's which are in the charge of the corresponding pursuers as illustrated in Figure 2 .
By the symmetry property of this problem, we know that the identical pursuers need to angle-evenly distribute around the evader. And the minimum number of pursuers required to cover 360 degrees around the evader so that the evader can be enclosed and squeezed within the polygon which has the pursuers as the vertices and whose area becomes smaller and smaller as the game evolves is min 2 2 arcsin
Phase control for pursuers' angle distribution
Keep pursuers' angle distribution around the evader is fixed as in (7) so that the moving disc centered at the evader can be covered by the union of wedges which are in the charge of each pursuer respectively (e.g. P 1 is responsible for the wedge 1,2 1,n P EP ∠ in Figure 2 ). 
PEP t t i n
Here we call the angle 1 1 ,n P EP ∠ phase as reference 17 did. It is obvious that cooperation between the pursuers is required. Then our task is to coordinate all the pursuers such their angle distribution relative to the evader is invariant and at the same time some or all the pursuers approach the evader until capture. We here propose to use the parallel guidance law, which is a popular method in missile guidance and control 18 , in the pursuers' phase control to implement the parallel relationship of current LOS EP i and the next LOS E'P' i ' ' EP E P ( 1, 2, , ) Figure 3 , after players move from their current position E, P 1 and P 2 to next position E', P' 1 and P' 2 , we must have that 
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Then we can always find
EP P arcsin sin 2 1
which is each pursuer's heading direction such that the parallel guidance law (8) for phase control can be implemented and the superior evader can be captured.
Proof:
If the parallel guidance law (8) can be implemented, then the evader can be captured for sure by the nature of parallel guidance law. Please refer to reference 18 for more details. So it suffices to show that under conditions (9)- (12), (8) is always satisfied.
By the analysis in section 3.2, we know that condition (9)-(10) guarantees that n pursuers are enough to cover the evader with n wedges. Without loss of generality we index pursuers with increasing integers by counter clockwise direction. By the fact that all the pursuers are angle-evenly distributed around the superior evader, the evader will prefer to escape along the angle bisector between any two neighboring pursuers. Without loss of generality, suppose v v is within the cover of wedge
By (8) we know that polygon P i EE'P'i must be a trapezium, then we have sin sin
From (14) we can obtain the first equation in (12) . By symmetry property, we know that 1 1, , 2
Thus we complete the proof. Proof: This can be easily verified by substituting (6) into (12).
Remark 1: when min
n n = , Corollary 1 says that the group coordination of the autonomous system of pursuers based on the above phase control is very easy and simple. By the feedback of pursuer's location and evader's location and velocity, each pursuer either choose to move along it LOS or perpendicular to LOS.
SIMULATIONS
We use the following scenario to exemplify the above theories. The speed of superior evader is 1 and that all pursuers have the same speed 0.9093. Then the minimum number of pursuers required for the capture is 3. Once the evader enters the circle centered at one pursuer with radius 5, then it is captured. The initial distances between each pursuer and the evader are different although the pursuers are angle-evenly distributed around the evader. Figure 4 illustrates the geometry of calculations. Each pursuer controls its speed direction to implement parallel guidance law and in this way the phase control and further group coordination are also fulfilled. Note that as long as each pursuer knows its own position and the evader's position and velocity, it can calculate the LOS and its speed direction. Phase control guaranteed that pursuers always angle-evenly distributing around the evader so that collision between the pursuers is automatically avoided. By the information required for each pursuer's calculation, there is no communication requirement between the pursuers. So our method automatically results in a decentralized system. 
Simulation 1
In this simulation, the evader switches its speed direction once. It first heads for top right along the angle bisector between pursuer 1 and pursuer 2 and then right down along the angle bisector between pursuer 1 and pursuer 3 in terms of the graph orientation. Correspondingly, at first, pursuer 1 and pursuer 2 run toward top right corner and pursuer 3 runs almost along the LOS connecting pursuer 3 and the evader. Then, after the evader switches heading direction, pursuer 1 and pursuer 3 run toward bottom right corner. And pursuer 2 runs almost along the LOS connecting pursuer 2 and the evader. Finally, the evader is captured by pursuer 1. Figure 5 shows players' trajectories. Because some players may need to repeat their previous path, figures 7-10 show the details of each play's trajectory. 
Simulation 2
In this simulation, the evader switches its speed direction three times. It first heads for bottom right along the angle bisector between pursuer 1 and pursuer 3, then left along the angle bisector between pursuer 2 and pursuer 3, then top right along the angle bisector between pursuer 1 and pursuer 2, and finally left again along the angle bisector between pursuer 2 and pursuer 3 in terms of the graph orientation. Correspondingly, at first, pursuer 2 runs almost along its LOS and pursuer 1 and pursuer 3 keep their lines of sight parallel to their previous ones respectively. Then pursuer 1 runs along its LOS, and so do pursuer 3 and pursuer 1 in the last two stages respectively. Finally, the evader is captured by pursuer 2. 
CONCLUSION
Based on the formation control, we studied the pursuit strategy by exploiting the cooperation among pursuers in capturing an evader with higher speed. The resulted pursuit strategy provides pursuers future heading direction. Here formation means pursuers' angular distribution around the evader. By phase control, pursuers' angular distribution remains invariant during capture process and the evader can be covered by the union of wedges which are in the charge of each pursuer respectively. For practical applications, the effects of measurement errors and noises, communication error, delay and limits should be considered as future study directions.
